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ABSTRACT
Natural ventilation enhanced by buoyancy force of an
indoor courtyard space was examined. A high-rise
residential building located at subtropical Taiwan
was studied in terms of cooling efficiency. CFD
software PHOENICS/FLAIR was employed to
investigate the effects of design factors as well as
environmental factors that were tested in sequence.
The buoyancy force was mainly induced by the heat
generated inside individual apartment units.
Significant, non-linear grdient of air temperature and
velocity is particularly high near the top of courtyard.
The flow flux is generally large enough to remove
heat from the occupied spaces. The air can be
effectively evacuated through the top of the courtyard
when the wind velocity is roughly smaller than 1.0
m/s. Stack ventilation is weakened by the opening
on the ground floor yet can be strengthened by the
bottom openings on the windward side and top
opening on the leeward side that yields 38 % more
velocity at the top of the courtyard than the worse
case.
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INTRODUCTION
Housing is always crucial need in Taiwan, especially
in crowded urban areas of Taipei city. Besides the
need to build new house, there are also the
requirement of harmonization between the building
and the nature in term of ventilation. Strategy for the
best ventilation in the purpose of decreasing the
energy load is apparently significant in the energy
crisis period nowadays. Locating in hot humid
climate zone, residential buildings in Taiwan are
naturally ventilated except for humid summer days
when mechanical cooling is necessary. Natural
ventilation is valid in terms of both energy saving
and thermal comfort. Recent studies have developed
adaptive model of thermal comfort for naturally
ventilated building. These accepted a hotter and more
humid indoor design conditions than those indicated
by the traditional ASHRAE comfort standard.
Courtyard have been typically appeared in both
detached houses and apartment housing in east and
south-eastern region of Asia, espeacially in Taiwan.
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By providing with both good shading and thermal
insulation, thermal comfort also can be achieved by
natural ventilation throughout the courtyard space
that offers adequate movement of air. As the result,
lower temperature and humidity are received in
apartment units. Hence, good ventilation inside
courtyard apparently contributes to the decrease of
cooling load during the summer time in hot humid
climate zone.
There are number of factors that affect to the
optimization and the improvement of stack
ventilation when the aim is to decrease the energy
load. Both architects and technical staffs need to find
the resolution cooperatively. The measure of volume
flow rate and position of interface are both key
factors that affect to the enhancement the stack
ventilation in hot and humid climate area. In terms of
volume flow rate, the analysis needs to carry out in
order to discover stack ventilation thermal effect, and
how it will influence the health and the comfort on
occupants in the building. Besides, in terms of
optimized design considering, the appropriate
prototype will enhance stack ventilation and cause
hot air to be sucked out. This study attempted to
investigate the volume rate of stack ventilation and
related cross ventilation in the area nearby the
building. Following, the research continue with
improvement strategy applying to different
ventilation interfaces.
The research adopted the method of CFD computer
simulation with theoretical of forecasting formula.
CFD simulation models are constructed to discover
the most advantageous building model that would be
appropriate for the combined stack and wind driven
ventilation results. Then the case study provided
some suggestions in enhancing stack ventilation
based on designing principal.

LITERATURE REVIEW
Because of the complex thermal airflow phenomenon
happened in the courtyard inside building in hot
humid climate, several researchers including Sadafi
and Rajapaksha at el [1, 2] made efforts to discover a
relatively accurate method to simulate ventilation for
these particular spaces. Kotami at el [3] has described
the effects of the difference in bottom opening to
enhance the large courtyard’s characteristics in term
of natural ventilation. In that research, the stack
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ventilation was also examined due to the position of
heat source from the HVAC, smoke and other
pollutants from the dwellings. Gan at el [4] has
introduced the computational domain used for
simulation buoyancy-driven natural ventilation in a
vertical tunnel with opening for inlet and outlet. The
research has shown that using the domains which has
larger physical size than the object of multi-storey
ventilation will give more accurate ventilation rate
inside the tunnel. The tunnels are not only small size
but also have the size of the building courtyard.
Livemore at el [5] has studied the application of stack
ventilation as secondary ventilation for multiplestorey building, where the result indicates that the
lower need the large inlet area to preserve the high
magnitude in the ventilation through the upper floor.
Zhai at el [6] has provide method of integrate of
outdoor and indoor airflow in study for natural
ventilation using CFD where the outdoor airflow
could provide information as boundary condition for
indoor airflow simulation. Muhaisen and Hemiddi at
el [7], [8] has suggested that strategies to enhance
ventilation in an internal courtyard included
optimization of the climatic source according to its
thermal mass effects. On the other hand, solar
radiation which received by the courtyard surfaces
will affect the thermal performance of the internal
spaces especially in areas adjacent to the courtyard.
This paper studies the courtyard inside building,
which is naturally ventilated in total space, and how
to take advantages of heat source to assist stack
effect. Moreover, the schemes of building are also
considered to create the favourable condition for
ventilation. In this case, inlet side facing the
dominant wind direction would be favourable
condition to receive the effect of assistance between
cross effect and stack effect.

METHODOLOGY
A commercial computational fluid dynamic (CFD)
software PHOENICS - FLAIR are used for
simulation of airflow and heat transfer through the
courtyard in the typical building.
Description of the building
The simulations of the courtyard in the building
implemented with the new design of the apartment in
Yong-he - Taipei where the weather is hot and humid
in the summer.
The size of building block used to simulate was 27 m
in width, 27 m in depth and 38.5 m in height (equal
to 11 floors building The total floor area of the
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building is 8000m2. There are 16 apartment units per
floor, 45 m2 in each unit. Ground floor is used for
services such as apartment stores and open space (see
Fig.1).
The courtyard situated in the centre of building due
to the demanding requirements of ventilation for all
these apartment units around.

Fig.1: The building prototype
The 10% opening in the façade was calculated based
on the appropriated opening for wind ventilation and
this condition provided enough the exchanged rate of
air into each apartment unit. The inlet and outlet were
set equally according to study by Santamouris at el
[9]. Based on this study, ventilation in the room was
proved reach maximize when outlet area and inlet
area were equal.
Every unit had opening for inlet in the façade and
outlet in the courtyard side. The inlet placed in the
low area near the floor and the outlet placed on the
high area near the ceiling for enhancing stack effect.
The courtyard was served the functions as the place
to suck the contaminated air into outdoor space.
Computational Domain Size:
Researchers such as Baskaran and Kashef at el [10]
suggest that the required extensions for domain size
(HD, LD, WD) depend on the building height. This
requirement preserves the airflow that fully
developed after the sufficient enough distance.
Generally, the requirement specialty a distance at
least 5H from the inflow boundary to the building,
and at least 15H behind the building for the wake
region allowed the wind to re-develop enough.
Following the suggestion, the smallest domain size
was 630 m, 170m and 180m in longitudinal (x),
lateral (y) and vertical (z) directions respectively,
which based on the building height of 38.5 m. Fig. 2
shows the scale of building height in the domains
using for the outside airflow which is adjacent to or
has effects to the building.
Numerical Discretization
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Fig.2: The domain definition and dicretization
The governing equation used to describe the flow of
the fluid as well as heat transfer is non-linear system
called RANS equation. These equations are based on
the conservation of mass, conservation of momentum
and conservation of energy.
In order to use numerical method, the domain where
the fluid of air needs to be discretized. This
discretization transforms the partial differential
equations into a system of algebraic equations which
describes conservation of mass, momentum and
energy, concentration kinetic energy and dissipation
for each cell of discretized space. Using the finite
volume method, the domain can be divided into a
finite number of volumes using a grid system. The
Gird discretization is also shown in Fig.2
Conventional turbulence equation
The value of the inflow turbulence kinetic energy is
one of important value in boundary condition. Hence,
CFD simulation must be provided to the turbulence
model. It influence the calculated flow filled through
the effective turbulence viscosity parameter.
Turbulence model κ-ε is now using the large eddy
simulation. This model demands high computing
time. However, it has the higher accurate in the result
of the couple indoor and outdoor airflow simulation
in these study.
Wind profile function
The air velocity of the surrounding environment can
be specified through the record data from the weather
station nearby the site. For the typical and simplified
characteristics of the simulation, the wind profile
function was used to define the inlet boundary object.
In the boundary layer which the fluid is air, based on
Hanimoto and Hu at el [11], [12], the wind velocity
increases with height as the consequences of friction
of fluid and the ground surfaces. The roughness
height z0 and the power law exponent are chosen via
the Exponential profile ASHRAE at el [13]. In these
case, the assumption is that the building is an isolated
apartment in an urban area. In this case, the values of
0.14 which is characteristic of a sub-urban area are
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used. The reference height Zr was at 10m because at
this height, the mean value of wind data was often
generated.
Assumption and definition in simplified heat
sources
The heat source inside apartments was calculated
based on the assumption that all of the units in the
apartment are all one bedroom apartment unit, which
including 1 bedroom, 1 living room combined with
kitchen and toilet. For the purpose of simplification
for the model, assumption needed in the experiments
is that there is no partition inside the apartment. The
dimension for this kind of apartment is 9 m x 4.5 m x
3.3 m. Two departments were combined into one unit
division in the structural column grid. The furniture
within these one bedroom apartment consisted of
bed, cupboard cabinet, closet, etc. The heat sources
include a computer (300W), TV set (300W),
refrigerator (200W), and one occupant (100W). Total
heat sources were replaced by a box which placed
within one unit division in grids and had total heat
flux of 2200 W. These boxes are placed at the height
of 0.4m above the floor as the purposes of assisting
the buoyancy force ventilation through the
apartments (see Fig.3).
Some assumption in the experiment is including the
fact that the out-door temperature maintained
constant at 25oC, all the units are open spaces for
ventilation. Moreover, the heat sources are from the
same height and evenly distributed in the apartment
unit.

Fig.3: The opening and heat source layout in the
apartment
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Fig.4: The stack ventilation with the wind profile function in the computational domain
Firstly, the simulation was carried out with the
velocity used at reference height Rt was all the same
buoyancy-driven ventilation only, and later with
in every scheme at 0.5 m/s. The heat transferred into
combined buoyancy-driven and wind-driven
the facade walls because the absorbed solar radiation
ventilation. Secondly, the simulation continued with
were neglected because it has minor affect to the
different schemes of design building. Different
courtyard space located inside the building.
scheme of building is formed by the adjustment in
Table 1 shows the ambient temperature, the humidity
the buildings which includes the different number of
and the U-value of the external walls which happens
units which can be open space in the ground floor,
all the time when the simulation conducted.
the number of units opening in the upper floor near
Table 1
the roof and the different schemes of opening in the
Ambient
condition
roof floor. The isometric views of different schemes
for different simulation sets are shown in Fig.5.
TEMPERATURE
HUMIDITY
For simulation with wind-profile function, the mean
250C
60%

Fig.5: The isometric views of modification in ventilation scheme
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DISCUSSION AND RESULT ANALYSIS
The results of those experiments are presented in
Fig.6,7,8 and 9. The first category results can be
categorized by two types of experiments: buoyancy
driven only, and combined between buoyancy driven
and wind driven flows. The second categories are to
prove which scheme shown to be the best suit for
ventilation. There are also different sub prototypes of
building shown in Fig.5. Those sub-prototypes which
are used to assess the quality of design in the field of
ventilated courtyard.
3.1 Buoyancy-driven ventilation only
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air out more quickly. Airflow with higher velocity
happened on higher floor due to airflow moved upward, obviously make it easier to exchange air with
the semi outdoor zone.
3.2 Combined buoyancy-driven and wind-driven
ventilation
The velocity of 0.5 m/s at reference height in wind
profile function was used to assist the buoyancy
driven ventilation for the better air flow rates. The
results of combined ventilation are shown in the
Fig.7. The temperature and air velocity distribution
by height charts are also displayed in the Fig.8.

The temperatures and the wind airflow are obtained
in the courtyard space. The temperature distribution
and wind velocity distribution can be displayed as the
form of air-stratification chart. The result shows that
the location of opening in the ground floor has minor
effect on the airflow stratification inside the
courtyard. The temperature stratification can be seen
clearly in the upper part of the building that is located
at the fifth floor to roof floor. The temperature and
velocity stratification are depicted in the Fig.6. The
temperature and air velocity distribution by height
charts are displayed in the Fig.8.

Fig.6: The temperature and the airflow stratification
buoyancy-driven ventilation only
The fluctuating of temperature are uniform according
to the mass balance equation, that leads to the
uniform increasing of airflow rates to suck the heat
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Fig.7: The temperature stratification and the airflow
stratification with combined ventilation
The case in which buoyancy and wind ventilation are
combined has caused a slightly smaller in air
temperature than that of the pure buoyancy case. The
wind force ventilation can help cooling the
temperature in the low part of the courtyard faster.
The airflow develops fast in the height below 17m,
however when it reach the height of 17m, the airflow
develops slowly than previous, and then develops
fast again when it reach the height from 28m to the
outlet in roof surface. The turbulence region often
appears between the heights of 17m to 30m. These
events cause the airflows become difficult to predict
In comparison with the buoyancy driven only case,
the combined case has recorded the increasing up to
0.4 m/s due to the mutual effects of stack effect and
cross effect.
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Fig.8: The temperature and velocity distribution by height chart
3.3 Combined buoyancy-driven and wind-driven
sucked to outside space by the stack ventilation
ventilation with different ventilation schemes
happened in the courtyard.
Fig.9. Part1 shows the results for different schemes
For the case of opening in both sides, the buoyancy
of opening in the ground floor.
effect is weaker than the previous one. Nevertheless,
the
courtyard space is cooler because the wind bring
With the case of opening in the windward side, the
the
cool air from the outside to cool the courtyard
wind ventilation and buoyancy ventilation can
space.
The case of 1-unit opening shows the best
mutually assisted. The courtyard can absorb the wind
results
in term of ventilation rate. In that case, the
from the window opening connected between
courtyard
receives uniform and higher velocity in
apartment
and
courtyard.
Moreover,
the
every
floor
height.
contaminated air can be also sucked into the
courtyard by these openings. After that, these air

Fig.9: The temperature and velocity distribution by height chart with different ventilation schemes
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This strategy used in the next phase of simulation
with the different schemes in other building parts.
Fig.9. Part2 shows the results for different schemes
of the unit opening in the upper floor. There is not
clear difference in temperature distribution when
increasing the opening from no opening to three-side
opening. The average velocity decreases when more
unit spaces are opened in the upper floor due to the
wind from the other sides which have counter-effects
to the buoyancy effects. As the result, it is highly
recommend that we should open more space in the
ground floor than in the upper floor near the roof for
the better ventilation and thermal behaviour in the
courtyard. The main reason is the wind direction.
Apparently, the mutual effect works more effectively
with the wind flow come in the lower part of the
building on the windward side.
Fig.9. Part3 shows the results for different scheme of
the opening in the roof. For the glass roof in the
courtyard space, the smaller ventilation velocity can
be achieved. The buoyancy effect does not only
depend on the temperature different but also depends
on the vertical opening in the air sucking area. The
option 3 in Part 3 would be the best choice for these
spaces that require the glass roof. In this case, the
courtyard get the smallest change in temperature
distribution compared with no roof case and the
biggest relatively average wind velocity in
comparison to the remaining two cases with roof.
However, option 3 is still less effective in term of
airflow rate in comparison with the case without roof.
We can conclude that the opening in the ground floor
in the windward side and the total opening in the top
floor without glass roof and without any block in the
upper floor are the most suitable courtyard space in
term of natural ventilation to take advantages of
combined effect between buoyancy driven and wind
driven ventilation.

CONCLUSION
Ventilated courtyard space is a useful design feature
because it can accelerate natural ventilation to
evacuate heat, provide daylight and maintain indoor
air quality. It can be applied to urban, residential
buildings that are normally naturally ventilated at
Taiwan. CFD applications have been increasingly
used by architects and engineers to provide detailed
air flow information which could not be obtained
effectively by other means.
The research has been conducted employing
commercial CFD software for the following
purposes:
Investigating thermal performance of a ventilated
courtyard within an apartment building regarding
physical quantities relevant for thermal comfort.
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Exploring the effects of various design and
environmental factors to derive optimum ventilation
performances.
This research is aimed to apply the combination the
buoyancy force generated inside the courtyard space
and the wind force to derive high ventilation
performance. Moreover, it is also meant to confirm
that the heat accumulated at the top of the courtyard
generated due to buoyancy would access the upperfloor units around the courtyard but instead would be
fully evacuated from the top of the courtyard. Air
temperature, air velocity, and air flow pattern are
analyzed for the courtyard space and the apartment
units. The commonly used PHOENICS/FLAIR
software is employed that can handle both stack
driven and wind driven ventilation. The thermal
effects could be obtained from CFD simulation and
feed back to the design. The 81 m2 (9 m x 9 m),
square courtyard is located at the centre of the 9-story
apartment building. The design factors include
number of floors, size of opening, and a roof-top
structure designed for holding photovoltaic panels.
The environmental factors include ambient
temperature (ranging from 15 to 25 o C), solar
radiation, and wind velocity.
The conclusions can be drawn:
1-Gradient of air temperature and airflow velocity in
the courtyard is observed for all situations. The
gradient is non-linear and is particularly high near the
top of courtyard.
2 -Either buoyancy force only or combined buoyancy
and wind force can generate satisfactory flow flux to
remove heat from the occupied spaces. There is,
however, some turbulence flows in the middle part.
3-The air from the units at all floors is sucked into
the courtyard space and evacuated through the top of
the courtyard when the wind velocity is roughly
smaller than 1.0 m/s. With the presence of stronger
wind, the wind dominates and reverse flows occur
near the top of the courtyard. Nevertheless, the
situation can be rectified by applying solar radiation
to the top of the courtyard.
4-Stack ventilation is weakened by the opening on
the ground floor. Yet the performance can be
strengthened by the bottom openings on the
windward side facing the incoming (prevailing) wind
and top opening on the leeward side.
5-The best scheme in this study provides 1.6 m/s air
velocity at the top of the courtyard, 38 % more the
worse case.
The using of courtyard in public dwellings is suitable
for subtropical climate where the weather is hot and
humid. The design-based research can provide the
architects and engineers with various choices of
prototypes in space arrangement.
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NOMENCLATURE

Ventilation Technology,
Netherlands, 2000

HD height [m]
LD
length [m]
WD width [m]
X,Y,Z coordinate
ug buoyancy velocity [m/s]
g gravity [m/s2]
β
converse of temperature 1/oK
∆ temperature difference oK
HA height of Atrium
H height of building
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[7] A.S A.S. Muhaisen, M.B Gadi, Effect of
courtyard proportion on solar heat gain and
energy requirement in the temperate climate of
Rome, Building and Environment 41(2006) 245253, Elsevier, 2006
[8] N.A.Al-Hemiddi, , K.A.Mergren Al-Saud, The
effect of a ventilated interior courtyard on the
thermal performance of the house in a hot-arid
region, Renewable anergy 24 (2001) 581-595
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